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Presentation Notes
This version was made on November 14, 2023.You should include notes in your slideshows if you possibly can and send both the PPTX and a PDF version to your students/audience.This presentation makes extensive use of the notes.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi my name is Scott Chandler. My friends call me Chandler. I’ve worked as a user experience designer for major technology and publishing companies, the federal government, the military, and taught for over 25 years before becoming an administrator.I also wrote code for 37 years back when the title was computer scientist.Bio: A recovering User Experience and Graphic Design teacher, Dr. Chandler has improved the user interface, design, and technology of Adobe, Apple, the U.S. Army, and NASA. He currently works in Virginia Tech’s Office of Equity and Access and for Accessible Technology in the Provost's Office. He continues to help faculty and staff improve their content strategy, communications, and web technologies. His research is most often applied directly to code.



Color Changes to Orange

• Brand Orange #e5751f for Headlines of 
24px and larger and large color objects; 

• Impact Orange #ca4f00 for all text, small 
orange objects, buttons with white text, 
and outline buttons. 

• Follow the QR code to 
links.accessibility.vt.domains/impact/ 
which contains links to brand.vt.edu and 
web images assets.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VT Brand Update: Impact OrangeChandler, Digital Accessibility Officer	tenacious to improve and simplify 	the experience for everyone.After 5 years, a brand refresh	Simpler, less dated, New logos files	New color combinations (trademark update)	New Fonts, 	New design palettes	white PowerPoint Presentation from January 2023	White and very light grays are our background	Black is our normal text color		Maroon can be used as a text colorBrand Orange is now #e5 75 1f	Headlines over 24px <h1>	Large orange objects Impact Orange is now #ca 4f 00	replaces Virginia Sunset and	replaces Web-Digital Orange		which was too dark	all text, small orange objects, 	link texts	Orange can't be used on Maroon or vice versa	 QR Code = short explanation + links https://links.accessibility.vt.domains/impact/	https://brand.vt.edu/ 	https://www.assets.cms.vt.edu/images/��Brand Orange #e5751f for Headlines of 24px and larger and large color objects; Impact Orange #ca4f00 for all text, small orange objects, buttons with white text, and outline buttons. Follow the QR code to links.accessibility.vt.domains/impact/ which contains links to brand.vt.edu and web images assets.
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